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spectre

something pastoral 

and the snow arrived was above the ankle at mid morning 
the sun then 
and the smell of winter with no smell though clarity 

the trees let their colors a month past and now 
stickly forms upward 
the same walnut trees as before 

and there is no wind 
nor footprints ahead 
nor sound of occasional car 

witness as much within upon a peace knowing security 
that nature is without me 
the same 

next week a drive to the river to see the eagles 
the same eagles migrating from the north as last winter 
rest in island trees 

were awareness an expression in itself 

receiving 
though presence acknowledge unaware 
environment will constitute indeed upon 
a history 
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what comes out of you 

and without 

march twenty four two thousand twenty after the death of christ 

I received a letter indicating a book furlough 

received a federal stimulus check and looked ahead 

the stores on state street had boards on windows and the capitol was closed 

shall I write in code 

mexico city jesus baby baby jesus birth to three upon parental offering in iowa 
though withdrawn as well withdrawn for state street wisconsin crucifixion 
upside down as saint peter 

the head in my fridgerator stopped yelling and has stopped smelling and has 
shrunken 

unmarked graves on kiawah island 

an intercontinental ballistic missile that I have a launch code for I will not 
mention to what geopolitic I targeted failed to launch three times in a twenty 
three hour period so I gave the icbm to a federally recognized native american 
tribe I still have the launch code concealed in my mind that I cannot access 
and only they can at any target they choose at any time they choose 

eugenics is a sin 

animal training though a reinforcement is not a reinforcement rather a prompt 
after a behavior has already been initiated a comparison to behavior training I 
consider in relation to people which may or may not have a relation to 
education considers a reinforcement upon a qualified response not necessarily 
considered curriculum as curriculum is related to education not training though 
both rely on one or another type of reinforcement education may have no 
preconceived ends 

democratic national convention august twenty two thousand twenty milwaukee 
wisconsin a large facility fences metal detectors and guards though no 
convention goers 

[continued] 
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[continued] 
news anchor reports of coronavirus though lettering on bottom of screen writes 
covid 

apparent lightning lights up a night sky though no lightning bolt only thunder 
followed by a lit sky for a moment 

a question of what is natural considering animals eating plastic waste and 
dying 

tree farms and dams and ecoterrorism 

located feral meat for consumption mail order from texas 

plural marriage decriminalized in utah is a question of why was it ever 
criminal 

on the refutation of 
[kids] I consider as children birth to seventeen though have heard the term 
[kids] in relation to adults with disabilities as well as [kids] in relation to 
college students 
[boys] I consider as male children birth to seventeen though have heard the 
term [boys] in relation to good ol boys 
[girls] I consider as female children birth to seventeen though have heard the 
term [girls] in relation to a particular group of females 

hospital cafeterias closed hospitals closed as well 

barnes and noble corporate headquarters in new york city new york closes 

schools in madison wisconsin close 

the guts of immaterial are a spewed concepts and brain matter that evaporate 
though not immediately the residual memory of immaterial now absent may take a 
moment for reincorporation once it has been properly sorted 

libraries closed 

writers tears irish whiskey originally considered students tears irish whiskey 
tweeted by a dominican priest difficult to find found 

bounty paper towels of montreal quebec canada sells a very thin roll previous 
to prior more absorbant rolls and two months later returns to the original 
quality rolls 

airplanes and internationalism and food 

jesus died two thousand and twenty years ago and hitler died in nineteen forty 
five there seems to be a measure of confusion of who or what [it] is 
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finding material 

a thirty six inch by one half inch by two inch rusted steel rod 
a walk facing traffic in the ditch on a county road two miles from home 
two miles from triumph motorcycles where I left my machine for 
service 

and 
a batters box bat for smoking marijuana 
the same walk 
the same type of bat that john used to smoke with 

found 
a mount hood quarter in virginia 
a second mount hood quarter at madison public library 

found retail and difficult to find retail 
sofia francis ford coppola blush wine in the attractive bottle 
starship india pale ale 
gold finger rosary 
particular white pillar candles 
amber micro beads 
antique silver lighter holder 

found 
tobacco in the portland art museum near the elevator 
case folding knife 

to consider finding items 
an approach is visual 
a determination of value whether to keep and 
whether to 

other found considerations 
ratatat music heard at a bicycle shop 
blackberries 
sage at a trading post 
iris flower on the ground into water 

negative found considerations 
a thousand dead fish floated ashore the south end of lake erie 

[continued] 
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[continued] 

traveling found considerations 
a large hill of salt 
a chapel in a mosque in spain 
good bread at a rural bakery 
two nineteen fifties photographs at a camera shop in greece of a sailboat and 
the other of an old man 
bed and breakfast on victoria island canada 

lost considerations 
a cooler filled with food 
two manuscripts 
trek mountain bicycle 
cross pen 

what I have discarded of value 
four boxes of books 
volkswagen campermobile nineteen seventy 
apple desktop computer 
tecnica tnt ski boots 
hewlett packard printer 
loom 
nonperishable food items into a donation barrel 

what I have discarded of no value 
apple core 
improperly printed paper 
water softener salt pellet empty bag 
bic lighter 
burnt out lightbulb 
old sleeping bag 
expired medications 
dress shirts and tshirts and underwear and jeans and sweaters and sweatshirts 
and socks and hats and khaki slacks and shoes 
glasses 
umbrella 
book of poetry 
book about a poet 
linens 
three book shelves 
rug 
guitar 
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the entire store 

held the end of the world 
the entire store 
the entire pantry and 
the shed the entire shed 
blankets and food 

a peaceable word kept 
a fenced mind a fenced thought as 
a chaos 
mentions a radio in intervals alternating intervals and commercials 

the entire store 
said numbers a budgeted numbers will last two years were it properly 
apportioned 

and a fence and the affirmations of a fence 
say protection protectionism were a neighbors as well 
say a fenced private property 

and a fence and the negations of a fence 
say protection protectionism recognize an exterior 
say a fenced private property 

the entire store 
is security were it saved in no event 

the resource having banked a resource located in reach and 
the fundamental nature of what is stored rather than 
the given token of a token economy 
such as food water fuel 

perhaps a paranoia to degree that 
one and ones family may or may not have removed themselves from 
an exchange economy 
in their own interest perhaps though 
at a cost of a lesser social participation perhaps at 
the expense of a wholism of a public 

the entire store 
security were there cataclysm 
security were there isolation for reason 
source 
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ground water 
rain 
river 
lake 
ground water 

life 

indicates life 
indicates reason 
indicates life 

resource 

the recycled water 
it rained again and again 
every year 
the same plant from new seeds and 
generations and 
generations 
each saying genaeology 
once 

sustainability is 
a confidence 
calling source resource without conditions 

the difference atween source and resource is 
original 

and I have never truly lived in the wild to say self reliance in such a regard 

and self reliance as emerson may be in a solipsist regard 

and libertarian naturalist as thoreau may be in a regard to a declaration of 
independence 

self reliance is a harvest of source by way of resource and 
what effort is forgotten 
among the abundant 
among the fertile 
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love and happenings 

were there love committed 
two 

to eat 
to sleep 
to reference 
vocation 

were there love committed 
seven 

to eat 
to sleep 
to reference vocation 

vocation ministry mission 

were writing vocation were writing ministry 
were mission reason 
nor for a sampled goodness a sampled change though 
now 

I have exampled myself as cause and 
rest among discreet 
no 
nor longer though exist silently and without memory 
nor further cause because 
what is complete 

were the last poet to say out loud 

love and happenings 

the deliberation of original good faith 
nor outward though directed 
I have words for you if not silence 

and the spell of our company is their watch say 
vocation 
like I do 
out loud 
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the martyr 

for cause 
were death considered or unconsidered 
were death 

for cause 
were childbirth 
the mother 

nor blame 

social inversion 

assumes an elder assumes a council and 
them supposing an 
hierarchy of 
status 

the boy found a knife 
into his pocket 
became a man then 
told no one 
stayed unto himself with answers to their questions 
looked the other way 
made his own jewelry 
made his own poems 
published 
spoke quietly enough to warrant attention 

social inversion 

were reversion were it not eventually 
a question of nature as it were 
though adaptation 
though corruption though discontent 
were their dissolve 
inverted then he 
because 
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a priest's feral smile [from a keith carreiro penitent iii] 

brought from origins unto 
the order of men 
professing 
trust brings truth said another 

a feral smile 
for nature's interior nor calmed for lightness 
against 
nothing though conditions 

for they ask of silence 
with open eyes at a cross 
rested and 
waiting 

a smile becomes does it not 
trained from previous recitations 
and this is new 
and the next is new and newly qualified 

observe 
feral 
civil 
ordain 

were appearance a mention appearance and 
trust and 
hours 
at a desk 

history entertains modernity 
once said a poem of nature calling oneself other nor 
another poem considered 
again and again 

a priest's feral smile 
once said a poem of nature 
brings 
the next 
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professing 

whether a school reflects a community 
whether a school shapes a community 

the lectern and 
the professor next to and 
seated 
with open book 
ten students at a circle of tables 

change assumes a conditions 
change assumes a values 
change assumes a resources 
how and timeline 

an uncleanliness of policy is standardized 
then 
normal 
and called modern if unconsidered 

professing as poetry 
professing as art 
professing as politics 
professing as teaching 

the future and the limits of the future 
nor change in the interest of change itself 
were what I represent my bias 
ethics 

history though the historian is present 
names what has already been named 
in reference 
to a modern audience 

professing is idealism 
one professor teaching 
a student body 
value 
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seein it out 

define it 
having defined it 
post definition as 
the year two thousand and twenty 

time moves forward 

nearly january one two thousand and twenty one 

there were sharp vowels unconsidered and 
a degradation 
a degraded 
pronunciation thus 
meaning 

a vernaculars 
a colloquialisms kept though a degradation as well 

seein it out 

a question of dictionary maintenance 
perhaps 
a question of pronunciative adaptation 
perhaps 
a question of a new post modern language 
perhaps 
a question of an adoption of another language 
perhaps 

a considerations of language 
between two speaking people between two literate people 

and receiving 
sound 
phonemes 
interpretation 
a return thought 
conversational 

from where I am 
post definition 
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echoes 

a philosophy gathered like confidence 
lived like schedules 
with preference 

the canyon wall returned the sound 

a philosophy gathered though original 
is a part other 
upon its return 

is a source of philosophy itself the canyon wall 

for what does ask as I in minor 
my own words 
I do not know 

and action a wall too crumbles across time 

a philosophy formed and reformed upon its return 
ends in qualifying intervals 
such as life stages such as accomplishments 

observe a social wall for metaphor 

were my signature were my philosophy observed exterior 
a student from 
I too learn 

nor all sent sound relevant though what is returned 

a selfish a childlike consideration 
that a sound a verbal belief offered is intended 
for ones own 

and action were weather which crumbles the wall 

nor a students exposure only mine 
were theirs indicative of a single thought a single word from our experience 
a shared word considered 
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rate is a constant 

do you think I am not a writer with behavior research experience 

the sun 

nine planets that I am aware of including pluto 

some with moons 

orbit 

and whether the sun has an axis likely turns 

I understand seven or eight of the planets are on the same plane and one or two 
are offset in their orbit thus a more observably three dimensional solar system 

whether the solar system exists beyond pluto I cannot say 

whether the solar system itself travels in some way relationally to the milky 
way in which it resides may be 

whether the milky way itself travels may be 

do you think I am not a writer with behavior research experience 

a pen 

paper 

a surface 

observable experience 

memory 

speculation 

imagination 

 sundown rain and gone 
 clarity a night system 
 were company for 
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tree people 

the forest and the woman cleric and 

the various birds with nests made of her hair 

the silence in between rains occasional winds 

the canopy a light atween a leaves and 

a ferns 

a mushrooms and 

lichened stones 

spiders 

the forest and the woman cleric and 

a found cave with covered patio 

tree people 

at night they talk say time and growth 

ancience is older than a clerics faith 

old growth has no parameters though 

a start as seeds and 

a clerics sight for the fallen and the decomposing 

is to say ancience again 

theirs 
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not growing younger 

young starts at conception 

and birth 

and social contact 

and puberty 

and ceremonies 

and family 

and age 

and retirement 

and age 

of the ages of young 

not growing any younger 

physically 

considerations are supplemented mnemonically 

[considerations] 

nature 

time 

is my body for notice 

nor necessarily 

are my interests for notice 

nor necessarily 

nor a lists for notice 
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how many suns orbit what 
how many whats orbit what 
how many whats orbit what 

the degradation of language unto misunderstanding unto something other unto 
dismissal altogether their consideration 

nor value considered necessarily 

consecration the establishment the chalice for example and an associated ritual 

desecration the disestablishment the same material the same immaterial 

the social condition among 

say bracket nor necessarily the largeness of the stars nor 

say bracket nor necessarily my own experience and that of others 

that which is understood as uncertainty may itself be certain and 

to hold a certain uncertainty such as a galaxy and variety of galaxies in a 
frame may be a privilege to 

a more qualified certainty 

the likes of a procedural christmas dinner 

about understanding and 

that which becomes as idea among an existing understanding 

the others 

were to assume a population N thus 

a considered idea were adopted or no and a new understanding arrives having 
learned as N or disqualified the idea having learned assuming N were in 
agreement 

I will not presently qualify were N in disagreement with itself including a 
consideration of schism or that of species survival 

I will also presently qualify a distinction between material evidence such as 
astronomy in the determination of qualifying an idea and interpretation 
including social and historical in the determination of qualifying an idea 
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of nothing 

is the smallest one 

whether mutable 

again or no 

a void is brilliantly black and with every sound 

and consumed of 

nothing 

nor star 

nor cloud 

nor time 

nor biblical 

nor conscious 

absence is a universe 

of nothing 

is the smallest one 

whether mutable though 

for lack of better word 

born 

with what cause I do not know nor cannot know and 

to reference itself only perhaps as 

universe 

nor only cause within I assume 
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pescatarian 
defined fish is fish 

the man ate fish exclusively this fish that fish those fish these fish them 
fish and 

to say he ate their fish is to say he was yet 

a pescatarian 

a net depending on the fish 

by hand depending on the fish 

is a water dependent on 

a fish within consume each other do they not as 

pescatarians 

though about edible varieties of seaweed and algae to fish I am unfamiliar 
though 

a fish to consume that which is not fish would be 

disqualification as pescatarian 

perhaps 

microglobules of bacteria themselves with gills or no 

water 

is a station for theory 

the man 

ate raw fish 

the man ate fish on a stick over a fire 

the man ate fish eggs 

the man ate fried fish 

the man ate dried fish 
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cosmologist 

were the night 

for the suns recede 

the stars 

and the moon 

were thus 

a thought and candor 

is the wind too 

nearer 

than 

upon the grass 

for notice this time and with no telescope 

mention theory 

once 

and again tomorrow 

differently 

clouds or no 
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cosmology and ethnoastronomy 
were interpretation were folklore were myth were presentation were art 

were watch 

reference 

audience oneself 

audience clan 

cause for constellations 

cause for navigation 

cause for time 

cause for religion 

pause and 

patterns 

nor night 

nor day 

nor twilight before and after 

say it were angels 

for no other reason 

nor say science because a numbered pages make sense 

aesthetics 

nor an exterior light exclusively 

call beauty at 

sense 

call appreciation at 

difference 
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glow in the dark 
square of color 
framed for sight 

nor sound a cave 
began once found 
a candle a ball of string 

stale air stillness 
all is brought 
what remains 

the cause of light 
cistern 
where the little fish 

glow in the dark 
the wall the lantern 
replaced the night light 

because 
I need to see with both eyes where 
I will urinate 

the night within 
a home is 
quiet if not sleeping 

a glow 
were enough to find 
the faucet 

a faintest cause of sight 
is 
an imagination 

a faintest cause of sight 
broken 
a blink 

a faintest cause of sight 
is 
a glance 
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glow in the dark 
chemical paint 
child like 

the white beveled mat 
the framed beveled mat 
the interior the beveled mat 

and penciled words 
about a dialect 
free syllable haiku 

quieting a shadow 
soft 
yellow soft 

glow in the dark 
for history is 
a nuclear bomb 

glow in the dark 
for history is 
wrigley park 

texture 
were painted powder glue were dried 
nor smell 

what limits 
light 
and this 

a square 
light 
for attention 

the arrangement of 
art 
is art 

covered in glass 
for capture 

the leaned the framed the image 
against the wall 
glow in the dark 
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I know what is under 

the earth 
I say is age including 
death 
and its opposite 

regard time as consequence 
nor waited thought as 
an ends of 
certainty 

history is begun 
were it once I cannot say 
but theory 
upon 

o given 
it is my language I entertain 
nor only 
in our interest 

and beneath a used topsoil 
and beneath a turned nature 
and beneath a layer another 
upon 

say time is consequence 
is a question that all returns to a beginning 
upon a returned absence 
say nature say cycle 

I know what is under 
were a question of perspective if a question 
heaven the heavens the clouds the canopy the earth the ocean 
I know what is under 

the earth 
and were a practice for death ritual 
and were a soul thus 
and were a residual decomposition unto absence 

the earth 
roots 
minerals 
waters 
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no word is equal to silence 

pause 
atween love and happiness 
atween first and next 
atween books 
atween poems 

silence nor receipt for silence 
begin 
atween sex and yogurt 
atween day and day 
atween fallen tree and mushroom 
atween gallery and company 
atween listening and wind 

were prayer the closest 
atween being 

were meditation the closest 
atween stillness 

listening and hearing nothing is an indication of silence 
looking and seeing nothing is an indication of silence 
a poets silence 

of the sounds near to silence 
rain drops 
waves 
wind through trees 
breath 
flame 
a couple on a first date looking forward through auto windshield on the way to 
a movie without speaking 
a watch second hand 

of the sights near to silence 
clouds 
snow fall 
ocean 
sun down 
forest from a chair amid 
farm land 

no word is equal to silence 
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time moves forward though representative backwardness is confusing 

the clock 
the watch 
clockwise 
though the novelty backwards 
moves time forward as well 

confusing is it not 
to consider 
a counter clockwise clock or watch in which 
the second hand 
as all the others rotate counter clockwise 

though 

time moves forward whichever 

the direction of the representative clock or watch 

though 

having been brought to consider that time may restart on occasion because 
anthropologically speaking 
various cultures consider their annum of emergence differently as to say 
this is zero or this is zero 

count 

zero is zero 
were zero not a number then 

though 

relational 

time moves forward 

and the calendars for the gardeners and the mukluk-ers and the leaf see-ers 

though 

to count the years as age were 
conscript 
to legacy say 
ritual 
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calling beauty 
sky 
horizon 

seed 
fire 

and atween two shamans 

poem 

 aesthetic ministry 
 voice 

the surface of sense were declarative brought 

  nor wind the falling snow 
  tobacco too nor wind though smolders upward 

  and quiet gently quiet the falling snow 

  a wafting tobacco 

I appreciate art criticism inclusive of ekphrasm 

I appreciate art 

I create art 

  calling beauty is a young woman with simple fashion 
  calling beauty is a mother wearing cotton 

  calling beauty is a field of sunflowers 
  calling beauty is a shoreline is a sunrise 

  calling beauty is a travel to a new place 
  calling beauty is a strawberry 

  calling beauty is an awake rest with ones eyes closed 
  calling beauty is an obsidian 

  calling beauty is red velvet 
  calling beauty is a bicycle descent 

  calling beauty is a tornado and before a tornado 
  calling beauty is the cause of tides 
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darkness 

were it fiction 
death 

were afterlife consequent to life 

mention sin 

were isolation consequent 

nor identified authority 

all that is unknown 

were sentiment to body 

I could say lightning 

I could say the universe too many times 

I could say an excess of systems 

I could say an eternal thirst 

I could say who grows backward 

I could say dead sun 

were it fiction 
death 

I do not know 
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I make the rules you argue them 

for example 
were there position there were psychological original position there were 
sociological original position there were original position [rawls] there were 
a constitutional convention there were constitution there were constitutional 
law there were geopolitics with farms there were mercantiles and still are 

for example 
were there a peopled land and lived by a custom there were one or many 
established a canon called canon law perhaps built a congregational structure 
for discussion considered a meeting house considered a church 

for example 
disagreement 
not necessarily 

for example 
direction in reference to sustainability including interest 

I make the rules you argue them 

for example 
it were established 
yours is conversational 

lowering someones status that anothers stationary position appear elevated 

were it said birthrite 
were it said nepotism 
were it said unrelated affiliation 
were it said victim 
were it said affirmative action 

performance merit based evaluation 

were it said standards established though 
were it said a standards met though 
were it said governance though 
were it said kindergarten through grade twelve perhaps 
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owl  [january two two thousand and twenty one south central wisconsin] 

dark before sunrise 
quiet 

hoot hoothoothoot hoot hoot 

quiet 

hoot hoothoothoot hoot hoot 

quiet 

hoot hoothoothoot hoot hoot 

on occasion 
at a distance a second 

hoot hoothoothoot hoot hoot 

though not today 

dark before sunrise 
quiet 
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wearing clothes as a matter of the weather 

naked 
born naked of course 
were there jewelry 
a gold pendant a gold thread of neck lace 
just a gold thread of neck lace 

a day a backyard a sunny day a fence about 
naked 
tending the tomatoes yet green 
just sandals 

and the rain early spring 
through a window decide were it 
grocery shopping and the library 
wearing clothes as a matter of the weather 
naked 
wool and wool and wool then 

naked 
quality cotton sheets 
just quality cotton sheets 
no pillow 

the naked dead wrapped in cotton gauze 
nor pyre 

interred 

wearing clothes as a matter of the weather 
to the mailbox 
return 
undress 
open the letters 
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eye orbit 

the orb of the eye is 
introduced as 
exterior and visible and near the temple 

were my observation and say 

the occipital lobe has no vision 

excepting 
a keith carreiro as author 
occipital 
is a bone 
excepting 
a keith carreiro as teacher 
occipital 
is a lobe 
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the old feather 

inna bone bead 

shaped as a head 

with holes for eyes 

the old feather 

threaded the eyes 

the purified water 

consumed 

the purified water 

a drop 

on the floor 

the purified water 

a drops 

inna corner of the observation deck 

the purified water 

a drops 

onna plants 
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planet news 

what I read and 
the local weather 

bob dylan fan club twitter account 
do not need a weatherman to see which way the wind blows 
[ridiculous] 

the neighbor dog and 
the neighbor 
gave me chocolate and 
my cat a toy 

I changed the art on the walls 

I placed a new globe atop my four feet tall copper and wood candle stand and 
a candle 

so a president elect becomes president 
I understand former vice president joe biden won the election in november of 
two thousand and twenty and will be inaugurated january twenty two thousand and 
twenty one 

my ashtray is dirtier than usual 

an airplane flew overhead yesterday morning 

I read two months ago barnes and noble bookstore will be closing four hundred 
stores in the united states 

china is nearing the completion of mapping deoxyribonucleic acid of an 
individual 

antarctica is inhabited by ten percent of its population one hundred percent of 
the year 

for profit schools may or may not be a good idea as 
a consideration of money as related to kindergarten through grade twelve 
may cloud a curricular purpose 
however 
teachers should profit 

snowed on and off over the last four days in southcentral wisconsin 
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say succeeds think 

original thought is no interpretation 
nor response 

say 

language follows thought 

initiation of language requires reason itself 
a secondary consideration of thought 
a practical consideration of thought 

were original thought qualified 
by way of ones determination of social value and 
an existing audience 
it could be considered interpretation of such original thought 
intrinsically within the individual 

a foundation of response 

say 

idea 

expression 

verbal expression is dialogic 

thought exists 
reason exists within the individual as determination of what and how idea is 
expressed 
reason exists between individuals 

say succeeds think 
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I do not withhold love 

nor affection 

nor poets silence 
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dialogue as written 
dialogue as spoken 
dialogue between two individuals 
dialogue between two bookwriters through their books back and forth 

nor response only 
were a germ of thought starts a dialogue 
expression 
dialogical exchange 
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bracket 
[to be considered at a later date] 

[the pregnant pause] 

[incomplete] 

[insufficient] 

[lacking thought] 

[out of context though with potential value] 

previously parentheses 
(memorable) 

(otherwise notable) 

(phone number) 

(academic) 

(for instance) 

(eg) (ie) 

symbolic forms 
congruence 

shapeshifter democrat ~ donald trump 

at 
meet you @ michealangelos 

asterisk 
* meet you @ michaelangelos 

underline 
_the monkey wrench gang_ 

_the art of seeing_ 

_delta of venus_ 
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I took a photo this morning 

were it the digital image of 

predawn 

the nearby lawn lamp post bulb glowing from the east 

the screened patio 

I on the inside 

the frost on the screens 

the winter branches atween the light and the screens 

shadowed on the frost 

from the inside 

or 

were it the stolen image from the internet 

georgia okeefe 

nude 

alfred stieglitz 
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images [verb] precede simulation [noun] 

one images 

one visions 

one determines 

one establishes 

one mines 

one invents 

one ideates 

simulation upon value 

were it copy of 

an idea or an existing original 

were to say thought were to say value though 

simulation as noun upon a completed act of one having imaged or 

say 

simulation exists has existed or will exist 

were it trial 

were it proto were it prototype were it protohistory 

were it within brackets for its re creation 

were it learning 

that an idea becomes 

said inductively though deductively in consideration of 

a preconceived ends 
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poiesis 

poseiden 

how to not notice 

the queen of hearts 

beneath 

waiting 

were there one god were said 

language 

for her perhaps of her perhaps to her perhaps were 

a question of my own affection for her 

were cause for language 

perhaps 

is a lady in red 

underwater 

currents drifting across her silk gown 

I am ashore and it is 

night like underwater I imagine 

love and its containment 

one of us each 

there is a minded convent called vocation 

you are included 

I prefer free verse I prefer iambic pentameter I prefer free syllable haiku 

I prefer dialogical I prefer coffee with you I prefer conversation I prefer 
poets silence I prefer love 

vocation is food and shelter 
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feigning captivity 

on your way 
I have no word for you 

come as a question 
I will answer as a question 

nor insensitive 
were you a statement 

and with no audience 
and with no consent 

I say I 
were statement unbounded 

and quiet enough to be heard 
at one time and still 

an answer to a statement is 
as your eyes I interpret 

feigning captivity 
is not my interest nor cause 

feigning captivity 
is a conditioned conscience 

feigning captivity 
is a consideration of limits 
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godsend 

please is a prayer or no 

and thunder let the rain in time 
and harvest 
into winter to watch 

thankful is a prayer for having received 

and the copper penney dated the year I was born 
and the blue feather found as reading of a blue feather 
and the tobacco found near the elevator at the museum 

and the wildflower meadow 
and the unexpected low tide 
and the northeast view from twelve thousand six hundred feet at two pm 
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martyrdom 

the mother dies in childbirth 

were there a mother and two at kneelers 

a decision that 

birth is the end of mothering and were thus given to vocation 

nor 

birth is the start of mothering and were thus given to vocation 

martyrdom 

and for cause 

and it were exterior to the martyr for being said martyrhood said 

vigil 
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guinness extra stout pint point plus 

dublin and a pint at the brewery the same dublin where I purchased my wool 
driving cap 

I wear in autumns 

in wisconsin I drink guinness extra stout pint point plus nineteen point two 
ounce aluminum cans purchased at a convenience store and difficult to find 
because the eleven point two ounce bottles are common though I choose to drink 
the nineteen point two ounce aluminum cans because they are at least a pint as 
one would expect at a pub 

one could pour two eleven point two ounce bottles into a glass and consider a 
pint though it would be two pours 

I prefer a single pour for a pint 

as far as irish geopolitical inebriative beverages go 

writers tears irish whiskey 

carlow ireland I have never been to I have been to killarney however 

the whiskey I came about on twitter finding the dominican priest father petri 
recommending via image I originally thought the image was of a bottle called 
students tears though when I looked for the bottle on a shelf I found the 
bottle of writers tears as father petri had recommended and purchased one 

jameson irish whiskey 

a transgender woman writing for the washington post recommended jameson irish 
whiskey and recreational marijuana in a twitter tweet though I already had 
consumed two nights prior though consider my marijuana without designation 

the jameson irish whiskey distillery is in a small interior part of rural 
ireland and a phone went off during my tour of the resting barrels though it 
was not mine 

bushmills irish whiskey 

is a glass with sugar add desired amount of irish whiskey pour hot coffee over 
leaving one inch of space using a spoon turned over pour half and half over 
slowly and it will settle at the top leaving a layer of half and half on the 
top of the glass and the remainder of the glass as coffee 
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purity justice love [the opposite of hatred] 

impurity injustice hatred 
as considered originally necessarily because 
an original condition of being exists 
purity justice love [the opposite of hatred] 
exists formerly or noticeably as different 
as such contentment has no conceptual title until 
an opposition presents itself called 
impurity injustice hatred for example and 
upon such recognition of an undesirable diagnostic 
the original unconsidered state of being may be 
explicitly considered and given a conceptual title 
purity justice love [the opposite of hatred] 

and 
to consider a desirable concept as having been 
necessarily considered as having been given a title 
referentially to a negative opposite concept is 

a call for silence 
in that 
why need love be mentioned at all for example 
why need justice be mentioned at all for example 
why need purity be mentioned at all for example 
perhaps 
and that they exist 
they are safe words in a regrettable sense 

whether a conditions of the beginnings of human history were such 
love and justice and purity 
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not growing someone other 

it were my presence were it not 
said vanity 
it were my presence were it not 
said responsibility 

there is no side to no side 

geo politics 

class room discussion 

choosing to vote 

side walk meeting 
I like your hair 
 [and the clouds] 
 [eye contact] 

the day I switched my o's from counterclockwise to clockwise 

november ten two thousand and twenty 

I have not decided whether I will continue to maintain this penmanship 

I switched my o's from counterclockwise to clockwise 

for no particular reason 
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exile 
1 
and a home nor return for reason 
were it considered distant for being distant and fondly want and 
were it a new existence 
I mention I could return among place and people and 
consider how time gathers oneself into memories 
like childhood and 
mention now is again now and separate 
a self exile nor necessary though unto myself because 
I choose 
2 
and a home nor return for reason 
were it political 
were it crimes 
were it official 
were it said externally 
you are sent away for reason nor can return 
sentiment to the displaced through no reasonable fault of their own 
exile 

white legs 

eighth grade gym shorts 
sitting on the ground 
sitting on the grass 

ideal 

were there a question 
that would be ideal 

I was sitting on your left 
in one of the old type classroom arm desks that are movable 
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the knife 

lockblade 
found on the curb at the bank 
I had sharpened 
I carry in my pocket 

thank you for the ride 

in your mazda 
to my apartment near the lake it was dark and I would have walked 
I mentioned trickster 
I said thank you 

applied education philosophy 

graded 
valued 
disciplined 
aesthetic 
critical 
imaginary 
epochal 
systems 
curricular 
read 
experimental 
received 

folklore 

keeping with the old 
of the oral traditions turned to written traditions or not and 
a present stories become is only reason 
say it were the old the ones about shells and spiders and coyotes and medicine 
men and little girls and star women 
as features 
to faith if something else 
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it was still drying 

thick oil paint 
a woman 
he asked what I thought about it 
[the shoulder] out of perspective I did not mention 
texture tans and earthen colors 
he was holding it in his hands a three feet by four feet canvas 
unframed 
outside of his studio 

unheated canned soup 

for not realizing a microwave oven is a microwave oven 
for not wanting to start the stove 

they were from bulgaria and seventy years old in nineteen eighty nine 

I eat spaghettios with meatballs from the can on a day long bicycle ride 

two harmonicas 

given to me 
hohner made in germany diatonic 
hero made in china diatonic 

rallys nogales arizona rallys cleveland ohio 

fries 
before the cave bar and after the cave bar 

two cheeseburgers 
one to a homeless man 

a penny on a train track 

squished it flat as expected 
may or may not impress 

reactive 

the justice system 
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justice is internal to education policy 

congress makes laws 

law is wrote 

law is memorized 

justice is internal to education policy 

law is an internalization of the self as well as self control and occurs in a 
childs development naturally 

a child is exposed to curricula 

proactive 

the teacher 

the lesson 

the parent 

the little league coach 

the piano teacher 
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subtle sounds 

were the rain in the gutter nor the rain and 

the distant traffic 

the cat scratching the magazine 

the glass clock tock and the other clock for accuracy tock tock 

the errant furnace set at seventy degrees it is january 

the sounds of a keyboard clack and again the alphabet 

nor the faucet drips though once a month 

when a quiet 

a several dribbles without cause and 

glow in the dark makes no sound and 

an unplugged electric ukelele makes no sound and 

a crystal ball makes no sound 

I mention 

footsteps 

I mention a candle flame had I not mentioned 

an houseplant 

the neighbor playing music for an hour 

an owl 

an airplane 

at night the traffic lamp switching colors while waiting at an intersection and 

the head in my fridgerator 
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not making a point of arbitrary 

nothing can be said of 

the vacuous 

nor exclusive among excepting 

to be done is 

a verb 

nor these senses close I say like a prayer to 

a friend 
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restoration of language 

having met a degrades of simplicity 
nor the acknowledged conforms of custom to its considered ends 
there were geopolitics as retroactive allusion to mind a future when 
the river people met the mountain people discovered 
a totality once understood conversationally 
had eroded into a vernacularity because 
there were no common object perhaps beside the weather and war and food and 
taxation 
beads and furs can only be considered conversationally with a smile until 
a weekend is brought to a close 

and those among those bordering inter geopolitical train tracks and those from 
swamped areas 

having brought themselves from other places 

assume a common language as acceptance as optimism for being in a place they 
were not 

how long to lose interest in a greater good is a cynical question though to 
turn inwards in contentment may leave social pockets of interest as well a 
social existence within a geographic region may or may not lead to a the 
linguistic development of the group to the natural environment including 
regional names and regional dialects though given a dominant inclusive language 
once settled and understood there were a degradation in such language due to 
loss of interest in a totality to a commonly interested nation for example 

and were a vernacular called though 

every now and then they all get together the likes of an election for example 
and 

were a restoration of language wondered 

were there no election for example were there an other form of the restoration 
of language wondered 

were a cultures so brought apart that they retain no linguistic bond 

were it to matter how puget sound converses with chesapeake bay 

nor the consideration of foreign languages as relative unlessing there were an 
old standard such as latin for example regarding romance languages and those 
romance languages may have started as a several linguistic separations as 
vernacular perhaps as politics perhaps 
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restoration of a rosary 

the cross was missing 

was a black wood bead rosary with stainless steel wire connecting them and a 
longer wire to extend a difference between the beads and the appropriate 
mysteries 

the three sided stainless steel joint connects the circular mysteries bead 
strand with the downward bead strand and eventual cross 

I purchased a sterling silver cross used the same wood beads with black silk 
thread and used silver spacers I tied knots in between the mysteries 
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what I know of ishi 

the native american graves protection and repatriation act [NAGPRA] of 1990 [?] 

ishi was the last of his yahi tribe of what is now california 
found his way from oroville california 
did arts and crafts at a museum until he died in nineteen sixteen of 
tuberculosis 
his brain was kept and moved from one academic institution to another to 
another 
ishi's brain was repatriated to a neighboring california tribe where it was 
laid to rest 

I came to learn of ishi after NAGPRA was passed 

I ordered a copy of ishi the middle reader book to have on my shelf from the 
bookseller decluttr books of kennesaw georgia through amazon dot com 

decluttr books sent me a copy of 
the divine comedy instead which said divine comedy on the spine of the book and 
inferno written on the cover of course written by dante the divine comedy is of 
course a comedy rather than a tragedy and is inclusive of inferno and 
purgatorio and paradiso I have read the entirety of divine comedy previously 
though the book was not ishi 

so I ordered another copy of ishi from decluttr books and they sent me a copy 
of 
thin thighs in thirty days by wendy stehling 

so I ordered another copy of ishi from decluttr books and they sent me a copy 
of a different book and I ordered another copy of ishi and they sent me a 
different book again 

in all there were thirteen ishi book orders from decluttr books that I placed 
and I received thirteen books none of which were ishi 

in addition to the above mentioned books the following eleven books I received 
instead of an ordered ishi 

nutrition breakthrough by robert c atkins md 
rilla of ingleside by l m montgomery 
a murder of quality by le carre 
wild rain by donna kauffman 
choose your own nightmare beware the snakes venom by ken mcmurtry 
ivanhoe by sir walter scott 
lonesome gods by louis l'amour 
reflections on the path by herbert b puryear phd 
saga of the lost lands blood of the tiger by rose estes 
choose your own adventure you are an alien by edward packard 
the tick by clay griffith 

amazon dot com refunded my cost for each of the thirteen books ordered 
consecutively over the course of nine months so the books were free for me 
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five hikes up a ski hill in winter 

one 
tomorrow man made snow base with four inches of new snow likely groomed the 
hike up the side of the hill which is four hundred vertical feet to the top of 
the lift without ski poles 

two 
nineteen ninety eight twelve inches new snow a hike upward the side of the run 
up two thousand two hundred vertical feet to a ski patrol hut with ski poles 
five hundred vertical feet of which were an ascent of a steep mogul run which 
had a crust by which I would break through up to my knees causing great 
difficulty in making the next step to take a break I would turn around and plop 
my behind into the snow as a throne to take a breath 

three 
climbed a hill with brown grass two feet tall around the time before 
thanksgiving with some snow in the air I was with a friend and we hiked to the 
top lift station approximately twelve hundred vertical feet caught our breath 
and hiked half way down the individual I was hiking with climbed one of the 
lift towers all the way to the top and proceeded to climb onto one of the 
swinging chairs at forty feet above the ground and hung out there looking 
around at the beautiful sight he eventually climbed down and we completed our 
downward hike the brown grass would be replaced by groomed snow within two 
weeks 

four 
as a skiwee childrens ski instructor a child would learn by following me down 
the ski hill at one lesson a childs ski came off and the child just sat down 
when I looked up the ski hill I noticed the child I proceeded to hike up the 
ski hill with my own skis on reaching the child fifty feet uphill to assist 
them in putting on their skis that we finish our run 

five 
a lateral hike from the top of the chair lift one mile in semi packed snow and 
carrying skis and poles to an open bowl to ski soft snow 
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the crown 

of deerskin 
winter blue and folded from the ears upward upon which fold 
chartreuse snowflakes layered into 
a flattened top spiraled with a darker winter blue 

silk interior 

the drive south minnesota to north iowa the eastern side 

deciduous trees 
a pink elephant fifteen feet tall with glasses 
deciduous trees 
deciduous trees 
an old downtown 
the mississippi on occasion 
deciduous trees 
casino 
deciduous trees and rolling hills 

on the simulation of intelligence 

were their allowance 
interference to my own presence of fifty years 
then 

on the separation of specialization of labor 

were it a return to foundations such as cabins and pioneering and horses 
were it a geopolitical development 
were it a governing signature 
were it bicameral 
were it two party one party started 
were it by choice 
were it never qualified as a separation 

free market 

the first object I ever sold was a packet of flower seeds 
the first object I ever bought was a zebco two o two fishing pole 
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I have developing research interests 

upon a question 
I have developing research interests 
I say 
to the fifteen of us present 
one and one and another and the rest each 
a consideration of our own 

I have developing research interests 
eye contact 
across the room 
my interpretation of the eye contact were a question perhaps 
either developing in a real estate way or 
developing in a conceptual way such to say 
I have an idea undeveloped as of yet 

not exactly a germ of an idea 
such are smaller 
not exactly a spark of an idea 
such are ignitory and manic perhaps and fleeting 

a thought I may or may not have conveyed 
was 
it is your turn 
to the next of us answering the question 
though to consider an actual research interests in 
retrospect 
I say 
aesthetics 
moral philosophy 

folklore poetry material art 
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time and categorical time 

time is constant 

categorical time reflects a social condition 

local time is in consideration of greenwich mean time 

upon the rotation and orbit of the planet earth 

the other planets in the solar system rotate and orbit at their varied rates 
each differing in the duration of their rotations and orbits 

earth I consider as reference to local time 

earth I consider as reference to ordinary time 

the solar system is the frame of ordinary time as a social consideration 

exterior to the solar system for example 

were there nine solar systems orbiting an astronomical object 

each may or may not have their own established common time as socially founded 
relationally to their solar center 

further 

the nine solar systems orbiting the astronomical object 

would have a referential time as well because of their common astronomical 
object which they orbit thus the super system would have nine established 
common times within the super system 

and 

the super system itself could have a referential time as established by a 
social agreement 

time is constant 

categorical time reflects a consideration of social categories as 

people wear watches 

categorical time regarding a solar system reflects a solar center and a sense 
of common schedules among those inhabitants moving among its planets 
categorical time regarding a super system may be a consideration of established 
common time of a particular one of its solar systems though considerably it 
would have its own center not a solar center necessarily and its own 
referential time as a lesser constant than constant though categorical in 
relation to the nine solar systems within 
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bonfire 

the tobacco left over from the nonfilter cigarettes in 

an espresso cup 

a butane hobby torch of eighteen hundred degrees 

were it smoke or were it incense 
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film theory 

flat screen silver screen 

cinematographic camera 

temporal 

audience receives visual moving image as edited and presented 

popcorn jujubees dots raisinettes 

presently for pleasure and or historical and or speculative viewing 

originally the same however 

experimental in many ways such as camera technology prop experimentation and 
viewing arrangements as well as subject development into complexity and 
returning to simplicity and returning to complexity that a spectrum of subject 
matter and presentation is acceptable 

were there a consideration of the idea of film in its social existence perhaps 
as a medium of fiction and nonfiction and creative nonfiction in addition to 
other media such as radio and television and print 

an idea of media in general including film is that a production may or may not 
change the social subject itself as a matter of being studied for example a war 
film filmed in actual military conflict of friendly soldiers or war itself or 
interviews may serve to dissolve dissipate prevent a conflict another for 
example a film documenting homelessness may serve to demonstrate a problem of 
homelessness to an audience though the homeless themselves may not be served 

a further consideration of film is its historical value as that on record with 
the library of congress for example 

I enjoy film 
I plan on two hours for a film at the theater occasionally attending alone 
I watch film at home as well 
film should hold an audients attention thus 
their interpretation upon the films conclusion shared or no 
the writers imagination cannot always be operationalized 
do I not hold a camera at a beach with a friend though what to consider a film 
and 
regard film itself as film nor digital 
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espionage 

the spy 
observing 
photo video audio 
reporting for 
compensation 
perhaps 

value 
were the compensator 

the spy 
recording a politician 
the spy 
as actor in a predetermined way sent to a geopolitic to cause one thing or 
another 
the spy 
the experimenter the looker in-er the unexpected visitor the professional 
bouncer around-er the grocery store coupon cut-er the perpetual student the 
traveler the astronomer 

poem of the spy 

o deviance I indicate 
said softly 
if at all 

poem of the spy 

was a lonely lunch a turkey sandwich 
on a fountain 
were it not the couple kissing though looking affectingly as it were not a real 
kiss 
and then a suspicious walk to the fruit stand where she picked a plum and 
raised it 
to the fruitseller and the male stole his wallet 
were I the spy or were the kissing couple the spy 
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gone fishing 

1 
before 
the internationalist the historian the sociologist the philosopher 
got to where we were going 
there was a question about a jedi 
made us smile 

it was the path to finding the lake 
beyond the state psychiatric facility 
had us quiet 
had us travel to the next hole down the way 
with poles in the trunk 

wound our way about beyond parks and homes 
to the next hole down the way 

I was one hundred yards from the group 
wading 
returned to notice 
the internationalist had caught a blue gill 

2 
is a large lake 
that does not freeze in the center until late in the season 
if at all 
I later learned 
looking west bare footed 

an assemblage of us perhaps and in a week then 
a separate ways 

3 
and a memory 
the sociologist that day as they arrived to pick me up for our start 
in my place 
hello and conversation then 
her underwear as lesson her exposure as if to say 
look 
cotton light blue 
and a finger underneath the band to show 

[cont] 
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[cont] 
were my grin and my respond I do not wear underwear 

were graduate school then another lesson 
were reason to wear underwear as 
were one to demonstrate such thus 
they are approachable as humanity were it not 
this understood three semesters later when 
a professor unbuttoned his shirt to expose his tshirt 
the thing is 
I could have shown the sociologist my underwear as a philosopher 
and should have perhaps 

fishing is no metaphor 
the blue gill was actual though not mine 
it was the weather as friendly 
the calm lake the wade and 
the ride in the back seat 

4 
and in a week then 
after gone fishing 
when there were twelve beginning in a square of tables 
the lectern at the chalkboard side 
all looking about all 
and a class field trip to city bar after 
which I did not like though would 
see an anthropologist inadvertently consume 
a cigarette butt from her chocolate martini 
she shared an ugly face and removed it with her 
fingers of course 
that was the third and last time 
I visited the city bar 
a class field trip several additional times followed 
including 
a lakeside table for twelve 
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sunspot 

aglow alight a center 
the sun 
the flat disk orange yellow the sky 
the corona 
nor blindness I imagine the 
black eruption 
one one hundredth the area nor I see 
cause 

defined 
as the gathered cloud letting down 
simpler for its nearness 
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o the humanity 

them with wheelbarrows 
them with crosses 
them with groceries 
them with order 
them with tools 
them with art 
them with candles 
them with phrases 
them with tractors 
them with rivers 
them with oceans 
them with clouds 
them with mountains 
them with corn 
them with fish 
them with conundrums 
them with bookbinders 
them with furniture 
them with wool 
them with silk 
them with coins 
them with sparkling water 
them with theory 
them with mirrors 
them with electricity 
them with round homes 
them with politics 
them with poesy 
them with appreciation 
them with anchors 
them with music 
them with children 
them with bees 
those with intent 
those with modesty 
those with ethnoastronomy 
those with voice 
those with gold 
those with security 
those with means 
those with forethought 
an exterior to an exterior 
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my own bounds are my skin for example 
within my home 
within my land property 
within my municipality 
within my state 
within my nation 
within my continent 
etcetera 

do you exist interior to other parameters 

were there a furthest cause 

do you exist interior to other parameters 

were I to imagine so far and so far 

yet 

and fall asleep looking up at the night sky from a park 

returning home at midnight with 

a dream for slumber 

do you exist interior to other parameters 

nor I consider you god 

it is just 

I am conditioned 

do I not write poetry 
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deer in the undergrowth audibly 

full moon and the shadows 
walnut tree forest the south 

and I 
with additive free cigarette 

audibly 
a heavy animal and pause nor other sound 
and for the draw of the smoke 
four in the morning 

audibly 
and seemingly two animals 
it were a week ago a doe near the neighbors bird feeders at the right 
and to hear a sound for the does attention 
a buck nor antlers made itself apparent 
that was then 
and seemingly two animals now 

audibly 
an undergrowth is dense 
an old walnut tree leaves and fallen limbs 
the animals feet upon and 
to my left one emerges 
the other neighbors bird feeders this time 
stop 
like 
aware for having seen me 

now 
returning to the forest soundless walk 

gone 
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curricula does not define the parameters of a professors intellect [ken] 

is the consideration that anyone telling anyone anything and everything can 
never convey the entirety of anything and everything 

is the consideration that curricula is a frame of instruction on occasion 
particular and however intentioned exists still within such frame 
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all star camp 

something something leadership students teaming around responsibility 

sophomore junior senior high school 

full facilities in a wooded area dining restrooms meeting cabin the size of a 
barn with a terrace as a second floor with classrooms and an open wooded main 
level floor used for folding chairs for large groups and sleeping quarters with 
bunk beds 

I was on the top bunk in a sleeping cabin with approximately twenty male high 
schoolers and five high school faculty 

there were at least three other sleeping cabins two of which were female 

there were inspirational talks 
there were aerobics in the giant cabin great hall 
there was a dance and I kissed a girl 
there were nature walks 
there were full meals in the dining room for the duration of the week long camp 

the camp was facilitated by four celebrities 

the following year I was not invited as a student though it was held in the 
high school gymnasium I later learned which compared to my own experience 
sounds as if it would be a lesser experience than the experience I had with the 
modern facilities and wooded environment the year before 

I am not aware if there were celebrities present this following year though one 
that was at my retreat I see in media presently on occasion 

karen had a pink bed and wall paint her dad had one eye and her mother was not 
there her living room was sunken her dining room table sat near her kitchen 
overlooking her sunken living room where her father and I talked 
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good thoughts 

were I to say good thoughts 
at the end of a letter 

were I to say best 
at the end of a letter 

were I to say all the best 
at the end of a letter 

were I to say best of the season 
at the end of a letter 

I would only be closing and 
a signature 

phonics 

pronunciation 
were no concern of a degradation of language it were 
noam chomsky 
to notice and type and publish 

my favorite word 
aesthetics because of the æ phonically considered [ay] mixed with an [uh] 
phonics are a phonemes 
[æ-ste'-tiks] 
phonemes are the smallest distinct human verbal sound there are sixty phonemes 
that a human being can verbalize to comprise a words in a language thus 
considering the english language according to the websters new universal 
unabridged dictionary nineteen eighty five copyright there are fifty thousand 
point plus words and as all pronounced with any individuals learned sixty 
phonemes that they have learned and developed an associated lingual musculature 
by the age of five further an exposure to a language other than ones primary 
language at age thirty for example would be dependent on that individuals 
original sixty phonemes regarding pronunciation of the language other than 
their primary learned musculature speaking movements 
there are three phonemes in aesthetics 
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jesi faceoff 

a geopolitical order established 
one for each 
were it every spring in every 
language 
a convention and then until 
the following spring 

this is two thousand and twenty 
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purpose if not our own 

were religion were vocation 

an assembled ritual 

an assembled response 

an assembled appreciation 

were I drawn and 

with object and alternative 

an offer having chosen nor 

shelter nor 

want 

and to say positive and post positive 

vocation 

avocation exterior 

like a walk and like a lunch 

vocation is scheduled and 

were it the church a cause of vocation 

were it the church caused by vocation 

purpose if not our own is 

my attention 

our attention 
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sedation 

aesthetics reference 

were it aesthesiology thus 

the sedation of milk though 

quik chocolate powder quik strawberry powder 

is balanced in taste and 

the sedation of eating 

is balanced in taste were there no other reason 

a sleep is 

dark 

silent 

dreamed 

required 

consider anaesthetics 

were it anaesthesiology thus 

the introduction of coffee though 

bialetti stovetop espresso maker lavazza coffee with sugar 

is balanced in taste and 

the introduction of one hundred percent grape juice 

is balanced in taste were there no other reason 

sedation the average life span was seventy six years in nineteen seventy six 
the average life span in two thousand and seventy will be one hundred years or 
ask what are those doctors doing 
just a thought 
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noumena 

were a placid art and defined nor so nebulous as to want 

what is not present 

once and again so to speak of a causal beauty 

nor frame though atween absences 

doing and undoing life 

were a placid art for representation and a thought within 

the studio were 

crucible 

the poem 

 just a thought 
 of my own interest is for you 
 love 
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art interpretation 

sound language voice music 
sight painting chalk graphic design 
touch water texture temperature stone velvet 
smell spaghetti salmon wine 
taste spaghetti salmon wine 

interpretation were process and similarly answered the intentional upon the 
intentional 

dialogical 

I begin as monological and without reference 

and were it my capture said influence 

saturn eating his children for its darkness 

respond 

and were it my capture said influence 

lady in a veil for its youthful beauty 

respond 

as it were originally presented or in a literal manner as 

journal or 

conversational with miniature quiches and sparkling water 

nor were it cause for my own for 

monologia were itself present though 

what does arrive by way of experience is 

considered 
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things as a child 
battlestar galactica prescription glasses age twelve 
red ryder bb gun age eleven 
ladybug play car the size of a matchbox car age five 
ernie and bert watch my first watch age seven 
green plaid neck tie age seven 
soap carved into the shape of a boat to float in a creek age four 
red wagon age three 
plastic thermometer age three 
plastic clock age four 
bicentennial quarter age six 
garter snake age six 
newsprint lined penmanship paper with dashed lines between lines age six 
glitter art and craft project age seven 
pumpkin carved age ten 
nike shark football cleats hightop age fifteen 
red white blue basketball age ten 
ol bob millers sasparilla age twelve 
radio flyer sled age eight 
wading boots age eight 
batting glove age eleven 
pro keds leather tennis shoes stolen age twelve 
vans red canvas lace shoes stolen age seventeen 
twenty thousand leagues under the sea by jules verne purchased age eleven 
apache teardrop obsidian stone received age eleven 
junior high lunch with ticket cheeseburger fries chocolate milkshake age 
thirteen 
skateboard age fourteen 
volkswagen superbeetle nineteen seventy three yellow age fifteen 
hermit crab named ace age eight 
manual typewriter eighteen words per minute age fourteen 
ten speed bicycle age fourteen 
head two hundred centimeter skis with tyrolia bindings age sixteen 
hohner harmonica age seventeen 
camp emerald bay boy scout camp neckerchief age fourteen 
maroon corduroy bellbottom slacks matching shirt and hat at second work age 
fifteen 
steel center point tool ground and heat treated in industrial arts class age 
twelve 
athletic letter age seventeen 
confirmation bible age eighteen 
donkey kong video game at funway freeway arcade age thirteen 
alcohol and flame glass melting kit age fourteen 
teal dress and teal tuxedo age seventeen 
perforated computer paper that folds as printed age eighteen 

[continued] 
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[continued] 
found abalone shell on the bottom of the sea age fifteen 
waterproof yellow sony walkman age sixteen 
small aluminum live trap age seven 
butterfly knife age fourteen 
kangaroo athletic shoes age twelve 
pip squirt water squirter pen age fourteen 
two inch pocket knife found at recess age eleven 
new york seltzer age seventeen 
survival boy scout merit badge age fourteen 
catchers mit age fifteen 
voter registration age eighteen 
fake identification age fifteen 
orthodontic braces age fifteen 
north face student back pack age seventeen 
prescription snorkeling goggles age fifteen 
isopropane back packing stove age sixteen 
clay and sculpture age fourteen 
copper and ink dye age fourteen 
fifty cents for a second run movie age seventeen 
snowbird baseball cap age seventeen 
inner tube for floating age seventeen 
washington dc metro age eighteen 
neon signs miami age eighteen 
wire ruled journal for note taking age fifteen 
six stitches for a laceration age thirteen 
hacky sack age fourteen 
worm to dissect age seventeen 
crucible from chemistry class age sixteen 
brown bean bag chair age seventeen 
buzzing alarm clock set for five am for a seven am calculus class age seventeen 
mickey mouse pen light from disneyland age sixteen 
grammar book age eighteen 
ice cream at aj bayless age eleven 
pomegranate age eleven 
dress coat age sixteen 
waffle french fries age sixteen 
frozen yogurt age sixteen 
video cassettes for rent age fifteen 
horses age eighteen 
wild sunflowers age twelve 
lacrosse ball found used for playing catch as baseball age thirteen 
poster from psyche age seventeen 
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dichotomy 

were there a single philosopher brings two separated concepts though related as 
if to present a question with two possible directions of thought the two 
directions of thought would be considered a dichotomy [kant] 

dichotomous 

the observation of dichotomy identifying dichotomy and using said adjective of 
the presenter such as the single philosopher 

the dangers of dichotomous thinking 

dogma related to a belief that a presentation of two choices is a totality of 
proper consideration for response further an idea of a proper response at all 
may be culprit 

were there consideration alone and there were no public introduction of a two 
separate concepts as well related the single philosopher may or may not keep 
such separated concepts interior to their own thought were they to not resolve 
the separated concepts as a single answer 

indecision 

a question of foundations 
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